
Bomma
Pebbles Pendant Small
Configuration 5

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Bomma

Designer Boris Klimek

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

Diameter in cm 26

material crystal glass, metal, Textile

cable color black

cable length 250 cm

height adjustment height determinable

dimming
on site dimmable with a trailing edge
dimmer

Wattage 17.9 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >90

Luminous flux in lm 2,680

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

canopy dimensions ∅ 27 cm

Dimensions H 79 cm | Ø 26 cm

Description

This Bomma Pebbles Pendant Small consists of an oval, elongated glass and a
spherical glass. The upper oval glass is in black, the lower spherical glass in
white. If desired, the two glasses of the lamp can also be arranged the other
way round. Each glass is made individually from mouth-blown crystal glass.
With traditional glass blowing, there may be small bubbles or irregularities in
the glass, these are signs of craftsmanship. Clear crystal glass is mixed with
coloured glass during the production process, which makes the glass colour
particularly long-lasting. Each glass is individually hand-worked, so the colour
intensity and tone can vary.

The metal suspension of the pendant lamp is powder-coated in matt black.
The cable with a maximum length of 250 cm can be shortened if necessary. On
request, the lamp is also available with other cable lengths. An LED with a
colour temperature of 2,700 Kelvin extra warm white is integrated as
illuminant. Bomma also offers the Pebbles pendant lamp in other colour and
shape combinations of the glasses. On request, it is also possible to put
together a lamp with any glass combination.
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